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Abstract: The study deals with the principles of business innovation, sustainability and 

competitiveness. The paper traverses through defining business innovation, enumerating various 

steps to be taken to ensure business innovation and competitiveness, a theoretical review of 

business innovation and sustainable business solutions, business innovation and competitiveness 

followed by minutely studying the historical journey of Nestlé, a company well renowned for 

having a track record of 150 successful years of keeping a keen focus on improving quality of life 

though business innovation. The paper takes a step-by-step approach in reviewing how Nestlé 

steered through various business challenges by taking a route of business innovation, sustainability 

development and never losing its focus. This study, thus, offer vital insights and holds imperatives 

for any modern day firm hoping to build a sustainable business focused on business innovation 

andcompetitiveness. 

 

Keywords: Business Innovation, Sustainability Development, Competitiveness, Business 

Challenges. 

 

Introduction: Sustainable business growth will not happen without business innovation. There is 

a growing acceptance that to move towards sustainability there must be changes in the ways in 

which business operates and in the products and services it provides (Holliday et al., 2002). Thus, 

the challenge for business is to develop innovation strategies that respond to increasing 

environmental and social pressures, and thus consider the needs and expectations of a wide array 

of stakeholders (Senge and Carstedt, 2001). At the same time, sustainable development provides an 

opportunity to enhance competitiveness and growth, as it can become a source of inspiration for 

efforts at innovation, (Hall and Vredenburg, 2003; Hart and Milstein, 1999). 

 

In a market system, sustainable development requires business innovation and companies which 

can achieve environmental or social goals with superior products or processes that are successful in 

the marketplace of mainstream customers. Sustainable business solutions incorporate a triple 

bottom line approach and consider a wide range of stakeholder interests, including environment 

and society. They are important in driving and implementing corporate innovation for 

sustainability can help embed sustainability into business purpose and processes, and serve as a key 

driver ofcompetitiveness. 
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Business innovations driving sustainable development do not necessarily occur by accident but can 

be created by leaders who put them into the core of their business activities. Actors and companies 

making environmental progress to their core business can be called sustainable entrepreneurs. 

They generate new products, services, techniques and organizational modes which substantially 

reduce environmental impacts and increase the quality of life. 

 

The defining challenge for competitiveness has shifted, especially in advanced countries. The 

challenges of a decade ago were to restructure, lower cost, and raise quality. Today, continued 

operational improvement is a given, and companies in many countries are able to acquire and 

deploy the best current technology. In advanced nations with relatively higher labor costs and 

equal access to global markets, producing standard products using standard methods will not 

sustain competitive advantage. Instead, advantage must come from the ability to create and then 

commercialize new products and processes, shifting the technology frontier as fast as their rivals 

can catch up – thus giving vent to vital business innovations. 

 

Business innovation is an organization's process for introducing new ideas, workflows, 

methodologies, services or products. Business innovation should enable the achievement of goals 

across the entire organization, with sights set on accomplishing core business aims and initiatives. 

Innovation often begins with idea generation, wherein ideas are narrowed down during 

brainstorming sessions after which leaders consider the business viability, feasibility and 

desirability of each idea. Incorporating innovation in business can help the firms save time and 

money, and give them the competitive advantage to grow and adapt their businesses in the 

marketplace. 

 

Business innovation generally refers to changing or creating more effective processes, products and 

ideas, and can increase the likelihood of a business succeeding. Businesses that innovate create 

more efficient work processes and have better productivity and performance. For businesses, this 

could mean implementing new ideas, creating dynamic products or improving your existing 

services. Innovation can be a catalyst for the growth and success of your business, and help you 

adapt and grow in the marketplace. 

 

Being innovating does not mean inventing; business innovation can mean changing your business 

model and adapting to changes in your environment to deliver better products or services. 

Successful innovation should be an in-built part of your business strategy, where you create a 

culture of innovation and lead the way in innovative thinking and creative problemsolving. 

 

Key Steps towards Business Innovation: Business innovation is the key to competitive 

advantage for a business. So as to bring about innovation in a business, one must follow a step-by-

step approach as given below: 

· Conduct an analysis of the market environment, customers’ needs and competitors.  Be open to 

new ideas and adaptive tochange. 

· Develop a strategic, responsive plan, which includes innovation as a key business process across 

the entire business. 

· Leadership in innovation - train and empower employees to think innovatively from the top 
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down. Inspirational leadership and motivation is what drives innovation in business. 

· Connect with customers and employees to generate ideas for improving processes, products and 

services both internally andexternally. 

· Seek advice. Utilize available resources, business advisors, grants and assistance to drive 

innovation in your business. This may include seeking Intellectual Property (IP) protection for 

commercialization ofideas. 

· Go to market even if you are not ready. It’s very easy to come up with new ideas and become 

obsessed with them — what the product is, how it can be perfected — rather than concentrating 

on getting it out to market. A firm has to get its product to market quickly, even if it’s only 

90%done. 

 

Making these strategies integral to a company sets the stage for an innovation-based approach to 

business. 

 

The importance of new technologies and innovations for sustainability and competitiveness is a 

truism among managers, policy makers, and researchers. However, not all new technologies and 

innovations lead to success in this regard. Given the manifold technological opportunities and 

types of innovations from which firms can potentially choose, it is desirable to know which 

innovative activities and technologies are most clearly associated with improved sustainability and 

competitiveness. Arguably even more important is an understanding of the factors that make the 

success of new technologies and innovative activities more or less likely ingeneral. 

 

Business Innovations & Sustainable Business Solutions: A Theoretical Background: The 

literature and business practice review has identified a wide range of examples of mechanisms and 

solutions that can contribute to business model innovation for sustainability. With careful business 

model redesign it is possible for mainstream businesses to more readily integrate sustainability into 

their business and for new start-ups to design and pursue sustainable business from the outset, as 

suggested by Stubbs and Cocklin (2008) and Porter and Kramer (2011), and business model 

innovations can support a systematic, on-going creation of business cases for sustainability 

(Schaltegger et al., 2012). Business model innovation is increasingly recognized as a key to 

delivering greater social and environmental sustainability in the industrial system (e.g. Lüdeke-

Freund, 2010). However, understanding of sustainable business models and the options available 

for innovation for sustainability seems limited at present. 

 

The literature generally frames business model innovation in the context of changing the value 

proposition for the customer. However, it is more than just changing the product and service 

offerings for the customer; business model innovation involves changing ‘the way you do business’, 

rather than ‘what you do’ and hence must go beyond process and products (Amit and Zott, 2012). 

Johnson and Suskewicz (2009) suggest business model innovation represents shifting the focus 

away from developing individual technologies towards creating new systems. Furthermore, 

Sommer (2012) emphasizes that a business model does not only have a company focus, but involves 

a wider set of s h a r e h o l d e r s  necessitating a broader value-network perspective for innovating 

and transforming the business model. 

 

Business Innovations & Competitiveness: A Theoretical Background: On the conceptual 
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level, the adoption of new technology, such as IT, can be viewed as an enabler of process 

innovations from the perspective of the adopter. If the implementation succeeds, the routines are 

changed, and the new system is actually utilized. Newly adopted technology can also act as an 

enabler of product or service innovations from the perspective of the adopter if it is successfully 

used to offer a new service or to deliver products to customers in a way that is new to the 

enterprise. For example, a company that adopts and implements new online shop software usually 

changes the routine of how incoming orders are processed. This is a process innovation. 

Furthermore, the new online shop software may allow the firm to deliver its products to customers 

in a new way or to offer additional services, such as tracking orders online or getting immediate 

information about availability. This would be a serviceinnovation. 

 

Both types of innovations (process and product/service) have clear economic implications. In 

micro-economic terms, a product innovation corresponds to the generation of a new production 

function (Kamien and Schwartz, 1982), which includes the possibility to differentiate an existing 

product (Beath et al., 1987; Shaked and Sutton, 1982; Vickers, 1986). A process innovation, on the 

other hand, can be viewed as an outward shift of an existing supply function, which corresponds to 

lower variable costs in the production of an existing product or service, and is therefore a 

productivity increase (Beath et al., 1995; Dasgupta and Stiglitz, 1980; Reinganum,1981). 

 

The payoffs of innovative activities in a firm are determined via a market process that involves not 

only the activities of the innovator, but also the reactions of customers and competitors. Thus, the 

payoffs of all actors in a market are interrelated. Economic theory suggests that, ceteris paribus, 

both the creation of a new supply function and the outward shift of an existing supply function can 

lead to higher output levels and thus revenue growth, although via different mechanisms. Thus, 

both product and process innovations can lead to growth of the innovator, independent of the 

firm’s ability to appropriate private profits from the investment that caused the innovation (Götz, 

1999; Hannan and McDowell, 1990; Reinganum, 1981; Sutton, 1991). 

 

The relationship between innovation and profitability is more complex because it critically depends 

on the reaction of competing firms. The fundamental problem for the innovator is to protect its 

novel process or product from imitation by rivals. As soon as all competitors use the same 

(improved) process and produce the same product, no single firm in the market will be able to 

outperform its rivals, including the firm that first brought the innovation to the market (Teece, 

1986, 2006). The quicker an innovation is copied by other firms, the less time each innovating firm 

has to reap additional payoffs from the investment in the innovation. This is known as the 

appropriability problem (Geroski, 1995). Thus, the timing of an innovation influences the expected 

payoff. 

 

The game-theoretic literature points out that firms that are able to outpace their direct competitors 

in technological development will capture market shares and profits from their rivals, possibly up 

to the degree that they drive their competitors out of business. However, profits from innovation 

are only sustainable until competitors are able to copy the innovation and all associated 

complementary assets completely. In addition, potential early mover advantages will be limited or 

even reversed if the technologies on which the innovations are based exhibit either falling prices or 

rapid technological improvements over time (Beath et al., 1995; Fudenberg and Tirole, 1985; Götz, 
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1999; Reinganum, 1981). Summarizing, economic theory predicts that successful innovators are 

more likely to grow and to survive in their markets. Various empirical studies are consistent with 

this message (Audretsch, 1995; Cefis and Marsili, 2005; Mansfield, 1968). They might also be able to 

capture excess profits, but this is contingent on the behavior of rivals and on other exogenous 

factors that are beyond the control of the innovator (Geroski et al. 1993; Stoneman and Kwon, 

1996). Various empirical studies also show that innovating firms fail to obtain competitive 

advantages from an innovation, while customers, imitators, and other industry participants benefit 

(Levin  et al., 1987; Teece, 1986). To circumvent this problem, firms typically try to appropriate 

private returns from innovation using a wide range of mechanisms, including patents, secrecy, lead 

time advantages, and the use of complementary capabilities (Cohen et al., 2000). Methods of 

appropriability vary markedly across and within industries, and not all methods work well in all 

cases (Harabi, 1994; Levin et al., 1987; Teece,1986). 

 

A different vein of the literature analyzes the firm-level impacts of investments in new 

technologies, often without linking such investments explicitly to innovation. The consequences of 

investments into IT have especially been subject to an intense debate among scholars because not 

all studies have demonstrated clear payoffs from IT (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 1996, 2000, 2003; Hitt 

and Brynjolfsson, 1996; Carr, 2003; Chan, 2000; Kohli and Devaraj, 2003). A particular advantage of 

seeing the adoption of new technologies as an enabler of innovation is that it allows us to identify 

the firm- and market-specific mechanisms that can lead to different consequences for firms that 

invested into the same technologies. In addition, it identifies two types of technology-induced 

changes (process vs. Product innovation) with quite different economic implications. For example, 

one important difference between process and product innovations is their potential impact on 

employment. The expansion that usually follows both kinds of innovations creates additional 

demand for both capital and labour production factors, which implies that innovating firms are 

more likely to increase employment. This is called the compensation effect (Pasinetti, 1981). 

However, there can also be a labour-reducing effect of innovations. For process innovations, this is 

likely to occur when productivity increasing effects begin to materialize. Productivity increases 

imply that a given level of output can be produced by a lower level of input. Thus, if demand and 

output remain constant, a process innovation will lead to a reduction of labour. This is called the 

substitution effect (Edquist et al., 2001). This effect is less likely to occur for product innovations, 

whether they are IT-enabled ornot. 

 

Historical Analysis: The Case of Nestlé: Nestlé, the Swiss transnational food and Beverage 

Company headquartered in Vevey, Switzerland, is the largest food company in the world measured 

by revenues. Worldwide, people consume more than one billion servings of Nestlé products per 

day. The company operates in over 197 countries and employs almost 340,000 people. Business 

innovation has always been a vital part of its strategy right from its inception. The company aims to 

improve their ability to deliver healthy and tasty choices to its customers. 

 

It was in 1867 in Switzerland, that a premature baby could not breastfeed, which was worrying in an 

era when many infants died of malnutrition due to a lack of effective breast milk alternatives. Henri 

Nestlé learned about the case and fed the child his new ‘farine lactée’ infant food. It was the only 

product that the boy could digest and he survived. Word of Nestlé’s success spread rapidly, and 

through determination, commitment and a pioneering spirit he built a thriving business. His life-
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saving innovation was the model for all those who follow throughout Nestlé’s 150 years, which 

shows the company’s skill in anticipating and meeting consumers’ changing needs through 

business innovation. 

 

Growing-Up in An Industrial Age Through Innovation: Nestlé’s journey began in 1866, with the 

foundation of the Anglo-Swiss Condensed Milk Company, which launched Europe’s first condensed 

milk. This was another life-saving innovated product in an era before refrigeration, when fresh milk 

spoilt easily in transit. Until the nineteenth century, pure, fresh milk was a prized commodity in 

towns and cities across Europe. Milk was often a major carrier of disease, as refrigeration was 

uncommon and it quickly spoiled. Milk adulteration was also rife and could kill. Chalk, water and 

other substances were often added to milk. The launch of condensed milk came as a life-changing 

innovative solution to all these problems. In 1905, Anglo Swiss merged with Nestlé’s company to 

form the Nestlé & Anglo-Swiss Milk Company, which evolved into Nestlé from 1977. Condensed 

milk is long-lasting and easy to transport, which made it very popular with armed forces. For 

example, in 1915 the British Army started issuing Nestlé canned milk to soldiers in their emergency 

rations. Strong demand for the product meant that the company’s milk refineries were working flat 

out. Over several years, Nestlé expanded its range to include unsweetened condensed milk and 

sterilised milk. In 1916, Nestlé acquired a Norwegian dairy company called Egron, which had 

patented a spray-drying process for producing milk powder – a product its new owner, Nestlé 

startedselling. 

 

The company’s early success was due to its investment in science-based products and modern 

factories to produce them efficiently. Railways and steamships gave Nestlé & Anglo- Swiss access to 

new urban markets worldwide and it made savvy use of modern advertising media – newspapers, 

magazines, billboards – to educate people on product benefits namely, nutrition, quality, safety, 

affordability and taste. This blueprint for success, bar a few necessary updates, still applies today. 

Another benefit that Nestlé products have always offered is convenience, and this became 

especially important after World War Two, when more women entered the workplace, and people 

demanded foods that were easy to prepare. 

 

Nestlé first entered the chocolate business in 1904 when it took on export sales for Peter & Kohler, 

later adding brands such as Cailler and KitKat. Henri Nestlé himself plays a key role in the 

development of milk chocolate from 1875, when he supplies his Vevey neighbour Daniel Peter with 

condensed milk, which Peter uses to develop the first such commercial product in the 1880s. A 

competitive market for chocolate in Switzerland encourages Nestlé-Peter-Cailler-Kohler to 

innovate by launching Galak white chocolate and Rayon, a chocolate with honey and air bubbles, 

the next year. Vitamins were a major selling point for healthy products in the 1930s, and Nestlé 

launched vitamin supplement Nestrovit in 1936 to tap this then growing market segment. 

 

Surviving Crisis through Innovation: After the First World War, military demand for canned 

milk declined, causing a major crisis for Nestlé in 1921. Falling prices and high stock levels led to the 

first, and only ever, financial loss for Nestlé. Banker Louis Dapples joins as Crisis Manager, and 

encourages the company to appoint professional managers for the first time as an innovative and 

creative measure. Administration was centralised and research was consolidated at one laboratory 

in Vevey, Switzerland. The company thus managed to survive the era by innovating its business 
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processes vide many positive initiatives: professionalization of company’s management corps, 

centralization of research function and launching of pioneering products such as Nescafécoffee. 

 

In 1934, Nestlé then goes on to launch the malted chocolate drink, Milo in Australia. Its success 

followed it being later exported for sale in other markets. The company continues to develop baby 

and infant foods in this inter-war period, and launches Pelargon in 1934, a full-milk powder for 

babies enriched with lactic acid bacteria, to improve its digestibility. 

 

By 1938, people could ‘start the day with a Nescafé, the world’s first great-tasting instant coffee, 

simply by adding hot water. Nescafé was launched as a ‘powdered extract of pure coffee’ that 

retained coffee’s natural flavor, but could be prepared by simply adding hot water. It was a 

revolutionary product idea culminated through sheer grit and strong focus on innovation byNestlé. 

 

The outbreak of World War Two in 1939 affected virtually every market, but Nestlé continued to 

operate in difficult circumstances, supplying both civilians and armed forces. Fearing that the Axis 

powers could occupy Switzerland, Nestlé relocated some managers to a new office in Stamford in 

the US, which operated as the company’s second headquarters during the war. The fighting in 

Europe made it impossible for Nestlé to export milk from there, so the company supplied Africa 

and Asia from the US and Australia, and expanded production in Latin America. World war two 

initially slowed sales of Nescafé, but they picked up as hostilities continue. After the US entered the 

war, Nestlé brands rapidly gained popularity among American service personnel. At the end of the 

war, Nescafé was also included in CARE aid supplies in Japan andEurope. 

 

Enhancing The Quality of Life Through Innovation: In 1947, the company added Maggi soups, 

seasonings and bouillons to its product range. Nestea, another innovative product manufactured 

using the same method as Nescafé and which can be served both hot or cold was introduced to the 

US market in 1948. Today, it is one of the Nestlé’s global billionaire brands. By 1948, people could 

enjoy Nesquik, a cocoa-based powder that dissolves easily in cold milk. By 1957, they could finish 

the day with Maggi pasta ‘ready meals’ in cans, which were hugely successful. Its huge success 

prompted Nestlé to launch more canned, prepared foods, which became a new growth segment. 

Cans weren’t new, but nutritious meals in cans were, and this quickly became a high-growth 

segment for Nestlé. Such foods had a long shelf life, were easy to heat then eat, and you could even 

enjoy them cold. Cans were also simple to transport, so you could consume them on a camping 

trip, for instance, along with your cup of Nescafé. Such products helped to shape the modern world 

and life would never be thesame. 

 

From the 1960s, you could also enjoy the convenience of Nestlé frozen foods and ice creams, which 

the company entered as domestic fridges and freezers grew in popularity. With increasing numbers 

of households buying freezers, demand for ice cream was rising. Nestlé bought German producer 

Jopa and French manufacturer Heudebert-Gervais to capitalise on this growth, and added Swiss 

brand Frisco in 1962. The company also bought the Findus frozen food brand from Swedish 

manufacturer Marabou which was one of the first companies to sell frozen foods in Europe and 

extended the brand to international markets. 

 

Declining breast-feeding rates led some activists to question the baby food marketing strategies of 
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companies including Nestlé in 1977 and they called on people to boycott Nestlé products. The 

World Health Assembly adopted the WHO code on breast-milk substitutes, and Nestlé became one 

of the first companies to develop policies based on it and apply them across its business in 1981. 

 

In 1986 Nestlé went one step further by creating its own breakthrough Nespresso system, which 

changed the way we experience premium coffee. Nespresso machines brew espresso and coffee 

from coffee capsules or pods in bar machines, a type of pre-apportioned single-use container of 

ground coffee beans with added flavorings. The company sells its system of machines and capsules 

worldwide. The Nespresso story began with a simple idea which enabled anyone to create a perfect 

cup of coffee, just like a skilled barrista and it proved to be another Nestlé innovation that 

immensely enhanced people’s quality of life. 

 

Nestlé entered the mineral waters segment by buying a stake in French waters brand Vittel in 1969. 

Nestlé developed its position in mineral waters by acquiring France’s Perrier Group in 1992. Nestlé 

Sources Internationales was created as a separate waters business in 1993 which was renamed as 

Nestlé Waters in 2002. Nestlé bought Italian mineral waters business Sanpellegrino Group in 1998. 

Nestlé Pure Life too was launched in developing countries, to guarantee clean and healthy drinking 

water and Aquarel was launched in Europe two years later. 

 

Targeted Nutrition: The Future of Food through Innovation: Today Nestlé business spans 

beverages, waters, dairy, confectionery, petcare, even skincare. In 2011 the company extended its 

leadership in Nutrition, Health and Wellness by creating Nestlé Health Science and the Nestlé 

Institute of Health Sciences to research science-based nutritional products aimed at preventing and 

treating chronic medical conditions and to develop innovative nutritional healthcare products that 

target optimal brain health, for example, or healthy aging. Through such innovations, Nestlé plans 

to address the global challenges of malnutrition, growing and aging populations and obesity 

though innovation. This same passion for nutrition underpins a commitment to improve products 

by reducing salt, sugar and saturated fats, and fortify them with vitamins, minerals, vegetables and 

wholegrains. 

 

As Nestlé celebrates 150 years in 2016, the company holds true to its conviction that to prosper in 

the long-term, it must create value for shareholders, the communities where it operates, and wider 

society. It’s a conviction that enshrines Nestlé’s values and all its businessprocesses. 

 

Conclusion: There seems to be a general consensus that if the modern-day businesses are to 

remain competitive, generate sustainable solutions and alongside maintain performance at a high 

level, they need to be innovative. To promote innovation, sustainability and thus enhance 

competitiveness, they need to spend on research and development (R&D). This supposed need to 

increase R&D efforts, coupled with the enormous importance of sustainability, competitiveness and 

fast rate of change of business environment, explain why there is always much ado in today’s 

business world about innovativeness. In this regard, the modern firms can take many cues from the 

journey of companies like Nestlé, which have stood the test of time and have always had a strong 

focus on business innovations as a tool to thrive sustainably in ever-changing 

businessenvironment. 
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